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 ● BEST LUXURY TWO-BERTH CARAVAN

Unicorns have always easily earned 
the description ‘luxury’ for their 
high spec including Alde heating. 

But perhaps the two-berth layout in the 
range has been overshadowed by its 
longer, double-bed siblings. Until now. 

The Seville gets a complete redesign for 
2018, now with an L-shaped kitchen and 
washroom containing a separate 
shower cubicle. 

BAILEY UNICORN 
SEVILLE
● £22,399 ● 1326KG MTPLM

The hob is set into the rear sector of the 
kitchen area, with the sink in the nearside 
sector. A large dresser, forward of the door, 
creates even more surface space.
Pale grey kitchen splashbacks with the 
word ‘Unicorn’ embossed on the lower 
sector, are a feature of all models, with a 
concealed strip of LEDs above. In the 
Seville, the splashback forms the whole 
rear kitchen wall.

Concealed bright, white lighting runs 
below the kitchen units, too; storage 
comes in the form of three drawers, a slim, 
full-height cabinet and two large head-
height cabinets. One is fitted for tableware; 
the other is divided into four shelf spaces.

Like all models in the 2018 Unicorn 
range, the Seville has a double hob cover – 
a glass cover, plus a second one, matching 
the kitchen surface, effectively creating 
more usable working space.

The shower room is longitudinally 
aligned, with the shower cubicle at the rear. 

A hinge-down towel rail is suspended from 
the ceiling.

The Seville’s wardrobe is forward of the 
shower room, with full garment-length 
hanging space plus three large shelf 
spaces. The big storage story continues 
into the dresser, with a double-doored 
cabinet containing four shelf spaces.

The Seville has the slimline Dometic 
fridge-freezer, positioned forward of
the wardrobe.

What’s special
The new Bailey Unicorn Seville is a superb 
option for two; light in weight at 1326kg 
MTPLM and with a layout and generous 
storage capability that gives it immense 
practical appeal.

 We love the hinge-down towel rail in the 
shower, the double hob cover which 
increases surface space and little luxury 
touches including the concealed lighting 
running below the kitchen units.
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 ● BEST LUXURY TWO-BERTH CARAVAN

            
HIGHLY COMMENDED

COMPASS CAPIRO 462
● £20,399 ● 1299kg MTPLM

The Seville is a superb option for two, light in weight 
and with a layout that has immense practical appeal

››
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